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Working towards a new
advanced cyber security model
The digital transformation that
organisations face nowadays makes
cyber security a key element.
Technology and globalisation lead
organisations towards a wide
competitive advantage, and this
context requires greater challenges in
cyber risk management.
The implementation of an advanced
cyber security strategy provides
organisations with great maturity, as
it turns them into secure and vigilant
companies with a great resilience
capacity.
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Deloitte: A connected cyber
security network
With presence in more than 150 countries,
Deloitte offers a wide range of end-toend cyber security solutions that enable
our clients to face cyber threats and
mitigate risks. Deloitte has more than
1200 professionals in the EMEA region
(Europe, Middle East, Africa), and provides

an extensive portfolio of services to meet
any kind of emerging needs. We rely on a
strong cyber strategy based on effective
risk management, which enables our clients
to establish a fully secure, vigilant and resilient
organisational model.
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Deloitte Central Europe
Our regional structure gives us the capability to offer services in over 41 offices in 18 countries.
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Deloitte through its innovative cyber security models created a
continuous improvement process that enables an agile adaptation to
the different client and industry requirements. Deloitte Cyber experts
contribute daily to our global cyber network and support innovative
initiatives such as the CISO Global Network, advancing the market and
industries state of art.

Digitalisation

Efficient solution

Globalisation

Global connected
network of intelligence

By establishing specialized centres across the globe
(Deloitte Cyber Intelligence Centres or CIC), Deloitte
provides specialized support to the requirements and
needs of strategic locations. These advanced centres
are interconnected and form a network that is at
the heart of Deloitte’s cyber continuous innovation
process.
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As a result, our clients have effective access to
a comprehensive range of solutions, adapted to
their business and technological goals, supporting
them through the modern challenges of today’s
organisations.
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The Cyber Intelligence Centers in
Barcelona and Madrid (Spain).

Cyber STRATEGY
We help executives develop a cyber risk program in line with the strategic objectives and risk appetite of the organization.
Cyber Risk Management
and Compliance

Cyber Strategy,
Transformation and
Assessments

Cyber Training, Education
and Awareness

Cyber SECURE

Cyber VIGILANT

Being secure means maintaining
foundational security capabilities
and data management, to protect
against threats and comply with
industry cyber security standards
and regulations.

Being vigilant means establishing
capabilities for detecting cyber
attacks and vulnerabilities,
anticipating emerging threats and
bad behaviours.

Cyber RESILIENT
Being resilient means being
prepared to handle critical cyber
incidents, repair damage to
business, and return to normal
operations as quickly as possible.

Infrastructure Protection

Advanced Threat
Readiness and
Preparation

Cyber Crisis Management

Vulnerability Management

Cyber Risk Analytics

Cyber Wargaming

Application Protection

Security Operations
Center

Identity and Access
Management

Threat Intelligence and
Analysis

Information Privacy and
Protection

Advise

Implement

Manage

+ 1,200 Cyber professionals across over 20 EMEA countries
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What is a Cyber Intelligence
Center (CIC)?
Deloitte complements their cyber services with a
dedicated Cyber Intelligence Centre located in the
Central European region. This centre seeks to support
the local requirements of Deloitte clients by providing
them a global offer of services and a professional team
of experts that can respond locally.

Working together with key industry leaders the Central
Europe centre, also generates specialized intelligence
that is contributed back into the network and
contributes to the advancement of the general security
state of the industries and organisations supported by
Deloitte cyber security services.

The Central Europe Cyber Intelligence Centre is
supported by the Deloitte cyber intelligence network
which services a large number of Deloitte clients at
a global level and is ready to provide local or crossborder support on cyber matters.

This global, cross-boarders and collaborative model
enable both Deloitte clients to understand, detect and
act effectively on the cyber threat landscape.

The Cyber Intelligence
Center in Frankfurt

Behind this dedicated centre more than 1200 Deloitte
professionals and subject matter experts work
together to support more than 30 specialized solutions
adapted into 10 service lines focused on modern cyber
security needs.
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The most advanced Cyber
Risk Services in Europe
The different cyber services offered by Deloitte
are supported by an organisational structure with
many expertise levels to ensure the security of our
clients, based on a 24/7 model. The resultprovides

Strategy

Application Security
•• Application Security Testing
•• SSDLC Integration
•• SAP Security (ABAP)
•• Configuration Review
•• Source Code Review
•• Data Base Security
•• Integration with Security
Monitoring

Data Protection
•• Data Loss Prevention:
Network
•• Data Loss Prevention:
Endpoint Data Loss
Prevention: Storage
•• Information Right
Management: Endpoint
•• Log Management (MSS)
•• Information Right
Management
•• Cloud Secure

Operation & Management
•• Network Access Control
•• Clean Browsing
•• Anti-DDoS: Cloud Protection
•• Device Management
•• Firewalls Policy Compliance
•• Anti-DDoS: WAF Protection
•• Anti-DDoS: DDoS Readiness
•• Anti-DDoS: DDoS Simulations

Ethical Hacking
•• Vulnerability Management
•• Vulnerability Analysis
•• Penetration Testing
•• Advanced Ethical Hacking
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a global solution to organisations that goes further
and beyond than traditional managed security
services, providing a wide range of options that
adjust to each client's requirements.

CyberSOC
Academy

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Cybersecurity Awareness e-learning
Cybersecurity Technical e-learning
Phishing Awareness campaigns
Focused on Cybersecurity specialized course content development
University Cybersecurity Educational online programmes
Focused on cybersecurity technical instructor-led training
Focused on cybersecurity awareness instructor -led sessions
Hands-on hacklabs on cybersecurity trends

World-Class SOC ( Security Operations Center)
•• SOC Design
•• SOC Maturity Assessment
•• SOC KPIs & Dashboard

Threats Intelligence
& Analytics
Cyber Threats Intelligence
•• Brand Abuse
•• Information Recovery
•• Threats Monitoring
•• Fake Apps
•• Anti-Phishing
•• Early Warning
•• Ad-hoc Research
Managed Anti-APT
•• Anti-APT Protection Service
•• Endpoint Protection Service

Secure

Vigilant

Resilient

Cyber Incident Response
•• Analysis and Action Plan
•• Deployment
•• Recovery and Report

Add-ons
•• Web Malware
•• Multi-Sandbox Malware
Analysis
•• Mobile Apps Vigilance
•• Real Time Shared Intelligence

Social Listening
& Analytics
•• Social Media Monitoring and
Crisis Management
•• Brand Reputations Analysis
•• Social Network Consulting
•• Market Research and
Consumer Trends
•• Cyber Human Resources
•• Security and Brand Abuse

Managed Security Services
•• SOC 24x7
•• SIEM in House
•• SIEM MSSP
•• SIEM Intelligence
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Contact us
Lajos Antal
Central Europe, Cyber Intelligence Center
Partner
lantal@deloittece.com

Artur Monteiro
Central Europe, Cyber Intelligence Center
Director
artmonteiro@deloittece.com
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Notes
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